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Trends in Corporate Digitization

Digital disruptors are transforming how consumers engage in the sharing economy and use digital
wallets to exchange crypto currencies. Digitally savvy consumers are expecting businesses to also
engage with them in the social platforms of their choosing.
Digitization has moved beyond a buzzword and business and tech executives continue to drive digital
transformations for increased automation, user-self-service, and better customer engagement.

Image credit:Bill Sargent
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Digitization: Corporate consumers define expectations
Digitization and digital disruptions continue to be discussed at global forums like the World Economic
Forum (link):
“The Fourth Industrial Revolution builds on the Third Industrial Revolution, also known as the Digital
Revolution, which entailed the proliferation of computers and the automation of record keeping; but the
new wave of transformation differs from its predecessors in a few key ways.”
News articles frequently highlight stories of startups upending existing business models. Business
leaders and MBA students continue to review case studies of Uber and Airbnb shaping the sharing
economy, and building cult-like following. Similarly, economists and financial analysts continue to
scratch their head over the irrational exuberance of the price of Bitcoins jumping over $15,000 in
December of 2017.
Many digital innovations are bring driven by entrepreneurs who think like their consumers: After I
request a cab on my Uber App, I get a confirmation with details of my driver, type/color/plate of the car
and my trip details are shared with the driver. Same goes for a tweet to an Airline asking for a special
meal on my booking; or a comments that users post on a corporate blog or Facebook page.
Getting a quick digital-response releases the right bit of dopamine, cementing a closer relationship with
the brand. Not getting an agile response does the opposite. Not receiving a tweet response from the
airline confirming a special meal request is not a mere annoyance, but rather an act that may make the
customer reconsider that airline during a travel future booking.
Simply put, executives need to take the ‘consumer’ mindset and explore opportunities to visualize
digital services.
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Digitization in the corporate world
Corporate executives are pushing their organizations to take on the challenge of digital disruption by
evolving solutions that leveraging Social, Mobile, Analytics and Cloud (SMAC) strategies and other
emerging technologies highlighted this report. Digital insights come from peers in the industry, and by
taking a consumer mindset.
Execution of corporate digitization starts with user stories that aim to provide tangible benefits,
customer responsiveness and cost savings. Medical insurance companies are goading consumers towards
video-chat with doctors: this offers convenience and avoidance of wait time at doctors offices. Auto
insurers offering “usage-based insurance” and discounts by analyzing data from on-board devices used
by drivers. Banks are trying to enable digital customer-self-services and are offering value added and
personalized services at branches.
As enterprises continue their digitization journey, technologists are also reflecting on Digitization as an
uber term for IT transformation. (ref: “Digital” isn’t just IT done the right way !). The technology
enablers for digitization incrementally build on existing design and development methodologies and
Enterprise Architecture techniques.
The author defined a pragmatic approach to execute “Digital Strategies” in a recently
published executive update (Ref: Cutter Consortium). The premise of the approach is rather
straightforward – execution requires business and IT leaders to identify distinct categories that a
digitization program might fall into:


Lights-on digitization – aim to improve user experience and business performance, while
reducing human effort and cost. Most of the lights-on digitization efforts are driven by IS
leaders, who should take the opportunity to align these with other transformations.



Digital Excellence – initiatives require strong collaboration between IS teams and functional
subject-matter experts (SMEs) to pilot and operationalize the ideas. Business SMEs may also
visualize user stories and engage executive sponsors for funding of pilots and scale-up of
solutions.



Customer-centric digitization – programs aim to enhance digital engagement with the
company’s customers, business partners, vendors, suppliers and other third parties. These
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initiatives require strong business insights and are generally sponsored and steered by senior
executives. IS leaders facilitate ideation and technology foresight, and ensure seamless
introduction of these solutions

The roadmap for successful execution should focus on technology enablers including Non-Functional
Requirements (NFR), Integration principles, tools and technologies, along with sources of Data that will
underpin successful digitization.
Digital solutions for corporate users need to ensure that technologies work in cohesion. This also also
requires an analysis of fundamental challenges of executing IT transformations. For instance enabling
comprehensive eCommerce solutions (link to case study) or design for responsiveness in social media
(link) that consumers have come to expect.
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Digital Transformations making headlines


Manufacturing giant GE defined the blueprint for its digital transformation a few years ago. A
story in New York Times highlights General Eclectic’s digitization and automation journey
(G.E., the 124-Year-Old Software Start-Up) “It may not qualify as a lightning-bolt eureka
moment, but Jeffrey R. Immelt, chief executive of General Electric, recalls the June day in 2009
that got him thinking. He was speaking with G.E. scientists about new jet engines they were
building, laden with sensors to generate a trove of data from every flight — but to what end?
That data could someday be as valuable as the machinery itself, if not more so. But G.E. couldn’t
make use of it. ‘We had to be more capable in software,’ Mr. Immelt said he decided. Maybe
G.E. — a maker of power turbines, jet engines, locomotives and medical-imaging equipment —
needed to think of its competitors as Amazon and IBM.”



Digitization in Food Industry –General Mills taps into the ingenuity of startup companies – One
year ago, the leaders at General Mills had a revelation: It couldn’t keep up. Specifically, the food
giant was struggling to develop new, creative products at the pace of innovation that is required
in today’s ever-changing food industry. The company launched a venture under the ‘301’
umbrella. 301 is focused on a different type of innovation than General Mills’ primary marketing
teams. While the company’s various food divisions work to identify trends that it can apply to
General Mills’ existing products — like making Cheerios gluten-free — 301 is seeking
disruptive and niche food brands.



Digitiaztion in Insurance – Insurers are beginning to partner with and acquire technology
startups to secure their competitive edge. According to Gartner research, 64 percent of the
world’s 25 largest insurance companies have already invested directly or indirectly via their
venture capital arms in insurtech startups.



Marketing – Salesforce acquired Krux, a company that tracks traffic (“data signatures”) across
multiple devices — desktop, mobile, tablet, set-top — and channels — display, social, search,
video.



Start-up outreach – IT major IBM is sharpening the focus of its SmartCamp outreach
programme for the start-up ecosystem. “From this year, we started adding an industry focus…
will continue looking at industry segments as the start-up space is ever evolving,” said Seema
Kumar, country manager-ecosystem development, IBM India and South Asia.
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Trends in Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Tech analysts will remember 2017 as the year when business world finally started getting serious about
the disruptive potential of AI.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) techniques have held the promise to transform
our lives for a long time. While early research in AI techniques date back a few decades, innovations in
programming, hardware and other related technologies are advancing the adoption.
The tech Oligopoly – Apple, Amazon, Facebook, Google and Microsoft – announced large investments
and began showcasing AI solution offerings for consumers and businesses. 2018 is also likely to see
startups, tech-service firms and the academia addressing the skill shortage.
“Artificial intelligence (AI) is the intelligence exhibited by machines or software. It is also the name of
the academic field of study which studies how to create computers and computer software that are
capable of intelligent behavior.” – Wikipedia
AI and ML tools using intricate algorithms along with big data and analytics are being applied to solve
real-world problems. Applications of AI range from high-skill tasks such as recognizing cancer in X-ray
images to lower-skill tasks such as recognizing text in images.

Image credit: Charis Tsevis
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The promise of A.I. systems: supplementing “Thinking Jobs”
In a Harvard Business Review article, Megan Beck and Barry Libert explain “There are just a lot of
things that machines can do better than human beings, and we shouldn’t be too proud to admit it. Many
skilled jobs follow the same general workflow:
1. Gather data
2. Analyze the data
3. Interpret the results
4. Determine a recommended course of action
5. Implement the course of action
This holds true in a number of occupations.


Doctors perform tests, analyze the results, interpret the results to make a diagnosis, plan a course
of treatment, and then work with the patient to make this treatment plan a reality.



Financial advisers gather and analyze data about their clients and potential investment vehicles,
interpret the implications taking into account factors such as risk tolerance, recommend an
investment strategy, and help their clients carry this strategy out over time.



Lawyers understand the specific challenges faced by their clients and review case history, prior
judgements and other references to argue a case in favor of their clients.

Review of the patterns indicate an opportunity: AI techniques may be able to enhance the capabilities of
professionals engaged in such ‘thinking’ jobs while replacing some of the low-end white collar jobs.

Application of Artificial Intelligence Techniques
Artificial Intelligence is not a single technology, but rather a collection of techniques that are applied to
solve problems. The challenges and opportunities addressed by the “AI family” are varied:
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Machine Learning (M.L) applications – Machine learning is the science of getting computers to
act and learn by recognizing patterns without being explicitly programmed. M.L techniques
evolved from the study of pattern recognition and computational learning theory in Artificial
Intelligence. Practical application of ML techniques include:
o

Medical applications – automating transcriptions using voice recognition, reading and
tabulating X-rays, AI databases to aid decision making by doctors and Surgeons.

o

Financial analytics and forecasting – personalizing financial services through analyticsdriven recommendation engines, robo-advisory services in the wealth management

o

Security agencies, Immigration and customs departments are beginning to use ML and
image recognition software to identify images and videos.



Deep Learning Platforms – Deep learning is a fast growing field in AI that combines ML
techniques with hardware optimized for AI and Graphics processing units (GPU) architected to
efficiently run AI-oriented computational jobs.
o

Technologies with thought provoking names like Deep Blue from IBM, DeepMind from
Google or Microsoft’s Chatbots are going beyond press-mentions to solving real world
problems.

o

Deep learning platforms are being used for speech recognition, image recognition/optical
character recognition and other areas requiring high-compute.



Virtual Agents and Intelligent Agent (IA) – These AI applications use animated, virtual
characters to serve as an online customer service representative.They can also be programmed to
be autonomous entities which observes through sensors and act upon an environment using
actuators. Emerging applications include:
o

Chat-bots and Apps that can engage in ‘intelligent‘ conversation with users, and respond
to their questions and act on their simple requests.

o

Smarter Assistants. Applications like Siri, Alexa and Cortana have entered the consumer
market in a big way. While consumers become comfortable using these Apps on the
smartphones, companies are enhancing these techniques to enable customer self-service
and more advanced business applications.
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AI and ML used with other emerging technologies- In many cases, AI and ML is used in
conjunction with other technologies including big-data and analytics, robotics and other digital
techniques. A few examples include
o

Automating advertisements and analysis of advertisement’s efficiencies

o

Fraud detection and prevention – automated fraud detection, as well as anti-money
laundering and anti-terrorist financing compliance monitoring

o

Bots, and automated tools to aid cyberdefense and cyber security, predictive
cybersecurity monitoring and response systems.

Emerging Opportunities
Tech companies including Amazon, Google, IBM and a number of startups and government agencies
are investing heavily in A.I technology platforms and solutions. Emerging opportunities in AI field
include


AI and ML Consulting Services – Many organizations are interested in solving specific problems
using AI, but realize they lack the in-house expertise or skills. To address this challenge, software and
technology service companies are launching AI focused consulting services. Google’s service is called
“Machine Learning Advanced Solutions Lab,” and Amazon recently relaunched consulting services under
its “ML Solutions Lab.”



AI research and development – Large organizations are continually looking for help in identifying
areas where they can pilot emerging technologies. This includes areas where machine learning and
domain specific application of the algorithms can be applied. Such R&D efforts are also supplemented by
external consulting services (highlighted above)



AI Software development. End user organizations begin their AI initiatives by leveraging commercial
platforms like IBM’s Watson and design and configure their requirements on top of these. Specialists
with knowledge of these platforms who can help with the program management and testing are in
demand.



Education and training – Universities and technical schools around the world continue to introduce
AI courses and programs. This has opened up new opportunities for researchers and corporate trainers.
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Government and Social Policies
Governments around the world are recognizing the strategic importance of A.I. and they continue to
review and define their own policies. Last year, the White House released a report (link) on the ways
that artificial intelligence will transform our economy over the coming years and decades. The report
adds that ‘although it is unlikely that machines will exhibit broadly-applicable intelligence comparable
to or exceeding that of humans in the next 20 years, it is to be expected that machines will continue to
reach and exceed human performance on more and more tasks.’
The report suggests that policymakers should prepare for economic effects including:


Positive contributions to aggregate productivity growth;



Changes in the skills demanded by the job market, including greater demand for higher-level
technical skills;



Uneven distribution of impact, across sectors, wage levels, education levels, job types, and
locations;



Churning of the job market as some jobs disappear while others are created; and



The loss of jobs for some workers in the short-run, and possibly longer depending on policy
responses.

In a report (link) published a few months ago, the Chinese government makes its AI ambitions clear: the
country wants to become the world’s leader in AI by 2030. The government policies have been actively
encouraging academic research and investment in startups.
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Trends in Big Data Analytics, Aggregation and Visualization

We create 2.5 quintillion bytes of data every day; and over 90% of the data in the world today has been
created in just the last two years. The data comes from everywhere: social media sites, user generated
data including digital pictures and videos, purchase transaction records, cell phone GPS signals, and data
from devices and sensors used to name a just a few sources. Such data from structured and unstructured
sources is known as Big Data.
Big data is a term for data sets that are so large or complex that traditional data processing application
software is inadequate to deal with them. Challenges include capture, storage, analysis, data curation,
search, sharing, transfer, visualization, querying, updating and information privacy. The term “big
data” often refers simply to the use of predictive analytics, user behavior analytics, or certain other
advanced data analytics methods that extract value from data, and seldom to a particular size of data
set. – Wikipedia
In addition to unstructured data from the web, business applications used by enterprises generate
terabytes of data during their daily operations. Making sense of all the data and gleaning insights from it
requires tools and people with the right functional and technical expertise. This has given rise to demand
for data scientists and the business of managing Big Data.
The key attributes of Big Data that also contribute to its complexity include:


Volume – of Data at rest. Data scientists need to process Terabytes and Exabyte’s of data.



Velocity – Data in motion that includes Streaming data, and transactions that take milliseconds
to seconds to respond.



Variety – Data in many forms that includes structured, unstructured, text, multimedia.



Veracity – Data in doubt. Uncertainty due to data inconsistency, incompleteness, ambiguities,
latency, deception, approximations and unknown sources

Researchers, analysts and data scientists use the term “data mining” for techniques used to refine the raw
data into information or knowledge.
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Gaining Insights from Big Data
Efficient business operations require insights on data aggregated from customers and other
organizations, government agencies and external research organizations. This requires continual analysis
of inputs from social media, satellite, drones, and sensors that generate vast amounts of unstructured
data in a variety of formats. Such analysis may have to be correlated against transactional and reference
data from databases like IBM’s DB2, Microsoft’ SQL Servers, or Oracle.
During a new product launch, executives may closely monitor the success of a new product launch by
reviewing in-store sales data against insights from social media. (refer to the Starbucks example in the
next section)
The figure below (source) highlights a framework to leverage Big Data techniques including Reporting,
Dashboards and Data Discovery in a corporate environment.

Figure: Framework for Visualization in a corporate environment
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Emerging data and analytic techniques are being used to make sense of structured and unstructured
data. Users are embracing results from analysis of large, real-world data sets from public sources; and
review of such big-data can produce reliable recommendations much more quickly.
Because of the way the human brain processes information, using charts or graphs to visualize large
amounts of complex data is easier than poring over spreadsheets or reports. Data visualization is a quick,
easy way to convey concepts in a universal manner, and many analytic tools also come with advanced
visualization capabilities.

Why should corporate executives pay attention to Big Data?
As the challenges of big-data analysis and mining are being understood, innovative applications are
highlighting the art of the possible.
Innovative data aggregators, organizations, and scientists are applying different types of analytic
techniques like investigative data discovery, descriptive data aggregation, predictive analytics for data
analysis. A few examples across businesses :


Experian is using Big Data and Machine Learning to reduce Mortgage Application time to a
Few Days – Credit reference agency Experian hold around 3.6 petabytes of data from people all
over the world. Banks and financial institutions depend on them for insights on creditworthiness
of individuals and businesses that they want to lend to. “Just a few years ago when we did
analytics on a dataset it was based on a smaller, representative set of information. Today we
don’t really reduce the size of the dataset, we do analytics across a terabyte, or petabyte, and
that’s something we couldn’t do before.” said an executive (Forbes.com)



Introducing a New Coffee at Starbucks – During a recent product rollout, Starbucks’s executives
were concerned about ‘strong taste’ of a new coffee being introduced. On the day of the rollout,
its data scientists began monitoring social media – blogs, Twitter, and niche coffee discussion
forums – to review customers’ reactions in real-time. By mid-morning, Starbucks discovered that
while customers were complementing the taste, a number of them thought it was too expensive.
Starbucks immediately lowered the price, and by the end of the day most of the negative
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comments had disappeared. Such real-time analysis using big-data techniques might help
companies react to customer feedback much faster than traditional techniques like waiting for
market surveys


Drilling for Oil at Chevron – Oil drilling is an expensive business and a single drilling in the
Gulf of Mexico costs Chevron upwards of $100 million. Traditionally, the odds of finding oil
have been around 1 in 5. To improve its odds, Chevron invested in a program to digitally analyze
seismic data. Its geologists began to leverage advances in computing power and storage to refine their
computer models. Chevron was able to improve the odds of drilling a successful well to nearly 1 in 3,
resulting in tremendous cost savings.



Formula One – Formula One cars generates terabytes of data during a typical race. The F1 cars are
equipped with hundreds of IoT sensors, and they provide a stream of data which is analyzed in realtime. During a typical race, dozens of engineers at the track comb over the data in real-time , looking for
any adjustment that could help the team win or lose a race.
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Resources and References
Corporate digitization efforts and the need for expertise to guide the transformation translates to
opportunity for consultants and software product development firms. Startups have begun exploring new
and innovative techniques for big-data management, data aggregation and visualization. A few articles
and research reports on the topic:


Review of Big Data techniques and tools
o

Data Aggregation and Visualization tools (review)

o

Big Data Integration Tools (review)

o

Big Data – Analytics and Analysis (review)



What is Big Data? – IBM



Big data: The next frontier for innovation, competition, and productivity – McKinsey report



Visualization is the future: 6 startups re-imagining how we consume data – Interesting article
from 2013. Many of these startups have since been acquired.



Enabling Agronomy Data and Analytical Modeling: A Journey (Case study)
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Trends in Internet of Things (IoT) – 2018

Technologists and business leaders are watching for innovative IoT applications in wearables,
smartphones, smart meters, vehicles, factories, machines and other places where imagination takes us.
Internet of Things (IoT) holds a lot of promise in machine-to-machine communication and use of
‘smart’ devices.
IoT is the network of physical devices, vehicles, home appliances, and other items embedded with
electronics, software, sensors, actuators, and network connectivity which enable these objects to connect
and exchange data. (Wikipedia)
IoT is really an aggregation of technologies with data-gathering sensors, machine-to-machine
communication and networks to a ‘gateway,’ big-data and analytics and a review of the findings.

Internet of Things Building Blocks
An architecture for IoT can be as simple or as intricate as the requirements dictate. Simple IoT solution
may include a few devices connected to a server, and more complex designs can include a cluster of
devices that can ‘transmit’ status or data about its environment and a gateway that captures the data from
such devices. The aggregate results of the findings are presented to users as reports and dashboards or
sent as alerts.
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Device and Data Collection
Data gathering in IoT begins with internet-enabled devices, sensors and other machines that collect
information at the source. Sensors range in size, shape and capability based on requirements. For
instance, large farms in North America may have hundreds of sensors across fields that gather
information on moisture, soil condition and other environmental factors. Likewise, an industrial scale
IoT deployment at a large factory might deal with tens of thousands of sensors and devices deployed
across multiple sites. A smart home may be designed to include dozens of gadgets connected to a local
network.
Devices can be connected directly to a network. In industrial settings, it is more common to design a
cloud enabled IoT gateway that interfaces with individual sensors to authenticate them and gather data.
An IoT design may enable older equipment and machines (with new sensors) along with the modern,
intelligent, and connected devices. The devices can also be used to control the state of the equipment –
For example, switching off a faulty machine, or remotely turning up the thermostat from a user’s
iPhone. The gateway may also monitor the health and condition of sensors and maintain a registry of
active devices. For example, a connected car may have a local gateway that would register sensorenabled devices in the vehicle.

Data processing and Analytics
The data collected from the sensors is generally aggregated by the IoT or Cloud gateway before
transmitting to a central repository for processing. In the connected-car example, the gateway may tag
additional metadata such as the make, model, VIN, year of manufacturing and other details of the car
while aggregating the data from sensors.
IoT devices generate vast amounts of data, and some of the emerging Big Data techniques are combined
to enable decision makers. The heart of an IoT architecture is the set of software platforms that process
the information from the IoT gateway that stores the data and enable its analysis and presentation.
Technologies such as real-time stream analysis and machine learning are being applied with industrial
solutions to enhance decision making. These technologies also help with predictive maintenance and
proactive monitoring of expensive equipment.
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Innovative IoT Applications and opportunities
While there are a lot of ‘cool’ consumer ideas (link) that showcase the potential of connected devices,
the real promise lies in industrial applications to solve business problems and improve operational
efficiencies. Here are five examples of IoT technologies enabling business capabilities:


Virgin Atlantic is preparing for a significant increase in data as it embraces the internet of
things, with a new fleet of highly connected planes each expected to create over half a terabyte of
data per flight. The introduction of Boeing 787 aircraft ordered by Virgin Atlantic is expected to
dramatically increase the volume of data the airline will need to deal with. “The internet of
things, in a broad sense, is where we are starting to see everything from planes to cargo devices
getting connected,” IT director David Bulman said. “The latest planes we are getting, the Boeing
787s, are incredibly connected. Literally every piece of that plane has an internet connection,
from the engines, to the flaps, to the landing gear.” (Computerworld)



John Deere is a leader in Agricultural equipment automation. It is pushing Big data and the IoT
solutions in the field of big agriculture. The “John Deere Field Connect™ ” (link) systems aim
to help farmers monitor moisture levels and feeds data to web-based interface. The data from
sensors help farmers make timely irrigation decisions and alerts them when moisture levels are
reaching full and helps eliminate over watering. discover when crops are reaching optimum
moisture levels and helps . Analysis of the trends can also highlight seasonal variances and
impact of weather on irrigation and moisture retention.



Disney’s Magic Band – A few years ago, Walt-Disney company announced a $1 billion
investment to design and implement the “MagicBand.” The MagicBands are IoT enabled
wristbands available to Magic Kingdom visitors, and are enabled by a long-range transmitter that
can send signals more than 40 feet. Using their modified iPhones, Disney’s hosts and hostesses
at the Magic Kingdom receive signals when the guests arrive at a facility – like a themed
restaurant – and can greet their guests by name and begin pre-ordered services without being
told.A wired magazine article explains “If you sign up in advance for the so-called “Magical
Express,” the MagicBand replaces all of the details and hassles of paper once you touch-down
in Orlando. Express users can board a park-bound shuttle, and check into the hotel. They don’t
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have to mind their luggage, because each piece gets tagged at your home airport, so that it can
follow you to your hotel, then your room. Once you arrive at the park, there are no tickets to
hand over. Just tap your MagicBand at the gate and swipe onto the rides you’ve already
reserved. If you’ve opted in on the web, the MagicBand is the only thing you need.”


Smart meters at electric utilities – Electric utilities around the globe have begun to roll-out
Smart Meters for their consumers. These devices help users track their energy usage and
discover trends in their electric consumption. The technology also benefits the utility by
minimizing electricity theft and enabling automatic outage detection alerts. This leads to lower
energy consumption for consumers and lower total cost for the utility. Article – Pros and Cons of
Smart Electric Meters



ABB’s Internet of Things, Services and People – IoTSP – Swiss Industrial giant ABB has
been working to develop and enhance process control systems, communications solutions,
sensors and software for the IoTSP. These technologies enable ABB’s customers in industries,
utilities and infrastructure to analyze their data more intelligently, optimize their operations,
boost their productivity, and their flexibility.

There is a lot of hype over the potential of IoT and how connected devices will solve a range of
problems. Ideas include connecting and remotely operating ‘anything‘ with an on-off switch. However,
the hype is being tempered by a dose of reality since the high cost of enabling Industrial IoT must be
weighed against the benefits. Likewise, security of such data requires continual attention: No factory
manager will agree to a 2-way-IoT getaway that could ‘accidentally’ operate an equipment remotely.
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Internet of Things (IOT) Resources and Reviews


Harnessing IoT in the enterprise (free PDF) This ebook, based on the latest
ZDNet/TechRepublic special feature, looks at how the Internet of Things is enabling data
analytics and automation in ways never before imagined in business.



The Internet of Things Goes Nano – The Internet of Things (IoT), built from inexpensive
microsensors and microprocessors paired with tiny power supplies and wireless antennas, is
rapidly expanding the online universe from computers and mobile gadgets to ordinary pieces of
the physical world: thermostats, cars, door locks, even pet trackers. New IoT devices are
announced almost daily, and analysts expected to up to 30 billion of them to be online by 2020.



Half of Organizations in the US and Europe Lag in IoT Adoption– This is a first-of-its-kind
global CXO survey with early adopters of the technology. 50% of respondents said their
organizations are already behind the curve on IoT, whilst 43% said their customers will suffer
from their organization’s failure to utilise IoT fully.



Smart building startup gets $7 million to spread its IoT sensors – Israeli startup PointGrab
announced a $7 million investment Tuesday with participation from Philips, Mitsubishi UFJ
Capital (MUCAP), ABB Technology Ventures (ATV) and Japan’s MUFG.Their flagship
product is CogniPoint, a sensor working off deep learning neural networks to provide analytics
on space management and operational efficiency. It also looks to optimize energy efficiency.



43 Percent of Organizations Are Using or Plan to Implement the Internet of Things – According
to a Gartner survey, less than a third of responding organizations are currently using IoT, an
additional 14 percent are planning to implement IoT in the coming 12 months. In aggregate, the
majority of organizations (64 percent) plan to eventually implement IoT. However, it is also
important to note that another 28 percent have no plans to implement IoT, and 9 percent that see
no relevance whatsoever in the technologies.
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Trends in Immersive Experiences and Virtual Reality -2018

There is growing demand for immersive experiences from video game enthusiasts and end users. These
technologies, enabled by advances in hardware and high performance computers, are beginning to blur
the line between the physical, digital and simulated worlds.
Explaining the drive to invest in these technologies, Clay Bavor, VP of Virtual and Augmented Reality
blogs
“VR can transport you. With it, you don’t just get to see a place, you can experience what it’s like to be
there. And AR brings computing into your world, letting you interact with digital information in your
environment. Both technologies enable us to experience computing more like we experience the real
world—they make computing work more like we do. That’s why we’re making investments in the core
technologies that enable VR and AR, and in platforms that make them accessible to more people.”

image from Google
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Applications of immersive and Virtual Reality
The most advanced use of Immersive Experiences, Virtual and Augmented Reality technologies are in
design of flight simulators. These simulators are used for a variety of applications including flight
training, the design and development aircraft and research into aircraft characteristics and control
handling qualities. The airline industry invests millions of dollars on advanced flight simulators since
they can reduce the cost of training or re-training pilots.
A recent article in a trade journal, “Simulating Reality,” highlights how advances in flight simulation
technology are changing the way pilots train.
Advances in computing technology over the last several decades have certainly contributed to the
amazing capability of today’s full-flight simulators, but that’s not the whole story. Motion systems are
being converted from hydraulic to electric for improved fidelity and smoothness, and visual systems are
advancing to the point that it can be hard to tell at a glance whether you’re looking out at a real world or
not. Perhaps the only thing left that can take you out of the virtual experience of sitting at the controls of
a simulator are those occasions when you can try things you’d never be brave enough — or dumb
enough — to do in a real airplane.
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The DoD and militaries are also advanced users of these technologies. A US Army blog highlights (link)
the use of Combat Simulators
“The first-ever, fully immersive virtual simulation training system for Soldiers is being fielded at Fort
Bragg. The Dismounted Soldier Training System will be available for leaders to enhance their Soldiers’
training in a fully immersive, virtual reality environment. This virtual system allows leaders at the squad
level to maintain their squad’s proficiency of their assigned tasks in a timely and safe manner, even in
the event new Soldiers arrive to the unit.”
AR and VR techniques also offer the promise of deeper customer engagement, and are being used by
marketing teams across industries.


Realtors and property managers are using AR technologies for virtual walkthroughs of
properties. A blog post (link) describes how “The real estate realm is changing rapidly by
embracing innovations in technology that make it possible to envision and experience a property
personally without actually being present physically. Virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality
(AR) are two powerful technologies making a big impact in the real estate industry.”



Home improves chain Lowe’s is letting customers visualize and ‘see’ home improvements
before investing in the products. The company released Lowe’s Vision, an app for Google’s 3-D
smartphone platform Tango that lets customers visualize how new furniture and appliances will
look in their homes. It can also take accurate measurements through augmented reality.
Customers can go from mapping out their rooms to browsing a filtered selection of Lowe’s
products.



The Do-it-yourself furniture chain IKEA decided to bring its catalogue to life using augmented
reality technology. Users can scan for selected pages the catalogue with the IKEA catalogue app
and can browse it on a smartphone or tablet. After selecting a piece of furniture, users put the
device with the app on the ground, where it acts as an anchor for the 3-D image of the chair or
table. If the furniture needs to be rotated, the user simply rotates the smartphone or tablet.



In a Linkedin post, Gary Herring writes about L’Oreal’ AR solution called Makeup Genius that
allows users to try any makeup or style virtually. “Essentially, this app scans your face and
creates an image on your smartphone. It then allows you to try any of the 4,500 and odd
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products sold by L’Oreal to get a feel of how it would look on you before you go ahead and buy
it. This app captures 64 facial data points and more than 100 different facial expressions to
discern the shape of your eyes, lips and other facial contours, to place the makeup accurately on
your face. You even have the option to save your selfie, share it with your contacts on social
media and buy the products you used directly through the app.”


Virtual Reality Is Allowing Us To See Some of the World’s Most Inaccessible Archaeological
Sites– A Native American tribe in California got a chance to reconnect with its past through
virtual reality models of sacred sites. We often associate virtual reality (VR) with thrilling
experiences we may never be able to have in real life – such as flying a jet fighter, exploring the
oceans or going on a spacewalk. But researchers are also starting to use this technology to study
and open up access to archaeological sites that are difficult to get to.

Enterprise adoption of These technologies and devices seem to be keeping pace with consumer
adoption. Analysts are predicting that Augmented reality and the Internet of Things (IOT) will begin to
converge. According to a blog in singularityhub
“Enterprise resource planning, warehouse management and even electronic health record systems will
be able to connect a workforce to its surrounding environment, whether a factory, warehouse or
hospital—workers will be able to see information projected onto their environment. Eventually, the
value will likely be driven upstream, as well into concepting, design, layout and other knowledge worker
tasks, connecting the digital world to the physical one through connected data ecosystems.”
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Links and References


What is Virtual Reality? – Virtual Reality Society



Google shutting down Tango AR after three years in favor of ARCore – The company seemed to
have its hand forced this year by Apple, which talked a big game regarding its ARKit platform
on iOS11, leaving Google to abandon the high cost of entry to Android AR with the introduction
of ARCore this past



Augmented reality: Apple and Google’s next battleground – The two biggest players in
smartphone software are pitching to win the war for AR. But will Ikea and Pokémon Go be
enough to get consumers on board?



Oculus Go Could Make Virtual Reality Mainstream – Priced under $200, Facebook’s new
standalone VR device could be the first all-in-one headset to reach tens of millions of consumers.



Virtual Reality: The Next Generation Of Education, Learning and Training – For the education
sector, VR is an opportunity to finally connect with both learners and teachers in a novel and
meaningful way. For example, EON Reality collaborated with Oral Roberts University to create
the Global Learning Center, a dedicated facility for augmented and virtual learning.



Robots, Chat Rooms, and AI: 3 Ways Virtual Reality Can Save Businesses Billions – With the
potential congestion, delays, and hassles of airports around the holidays, virtual reality’s promise
of telepresence is more needed than ever by weary business travelers. Of all the enterprise VR
apps used by business today, telepresence has the greatest potential to save corporations billions
while improving both productivity and the quality of employee’s lives.
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Trends in Voice recognition and Voice Activated UI

Adoption of voice activated technologies has been advancing at a fast pace, both in consumer and
corporate applications.
Widespread adoption of Interactive voice response (IVR) at call centers, CRM based solutions are
improving customer experiences and responsiveness.

Smart Voice and Digital Assistants
In recent times, users have been pleasantly surprised by the convenience of voice recognition, when they
speak to mobile devices and Alexa, Siri or Google Now ‘understands‘ and seamlessly executes the
request. Devices with voice activated user-interface like Amazon’s Echo and Google Home have
become popular among consumers, and so have voice activated ‘digital assistants’ like Siri, Alexa,
Cortana. Major search engines like Google and Bing have also enabled voice activated search.
Highlighting advances in the technologies, Tim Tuttle of Expect Labs explains (link)
“Siri, Cortana and Google Now won’t be the only intelligent voice assistants. As computing devices of
all shapes and sizes increasingly surround us, we’ll come to rely more on natural interfaces such as
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voice, touch and gesture. In the past, developing an intelligent voice interface was a complex
undertaking – feasible only if you had the development team of a major corporation like Apple, Google
or Microsoft. Today however, due to the emergence of a small but growing number of cloud based APIs
like MindMeld, it’s now possible for developers to build an intelligent voice interface for any app or
website without requiring an advanced degree in natural language processing.”

Why this matters to Business Leaders
Voice activated systems, enhanced by other technologies like AI and chat bots are attractive to business
leaders looking to improve efficiencies and employee productivity.
In a Technology review article, Vlad Sejnoha, CTO of Nuance Communications says “We’re at a
transition point where voice and natural-language understanding are suddenly at the forefront. I think
speech recognition is really going to upend the current [computer] interface.”
A recent market analysis by Grand View Research (link) estimates the global voice recognition market
size at USD 51.09 billion, and expects it to expand at a CAGR of 11.0% over the next 10 years.
The industry is predicted to witness a high growth with the rising popularity of voice-activated devices
and appliances such as lights, thermostats, and other voice-enabled devices. Additionally, the rising
demand for home automation and home security products, such as door lock systems and camera
systems, is substantially contributing to the industry expansion and the trend is likely to continue over
the forecast period.
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Automating Customer Centers
Businesses are encouraging customer-self-service to reduce their operating costs to remain competitive.
IVR systems can respond with prerecorded or dynamically generated audio to direct users on how to
proceed.
Voice technology is commonplace in call centers. IVR systems, aided by bots and AI enabled databases
are trying to address customer-calls at the first point of contact. These are designed to let users navigate
through voice-activated menus, and try to identify ‘irate’ customers who should be handed off to a real
customer service representative.
A well designed IVR system should sound intelligent, conversational and recognize the user, and
contain sufficient context to take basic actions just like talking to a live agent. Such systems are striving
to address the majority of caller issues using IVR without ever handing over to human operators. These
systems are popular in customer-service management in industries like Airlines, Banking and Financial
services where 80-90 percent of calls are of repetitive nature asking for basic information like “flight
schedule,” “booking status,” “account balance,” “transaction fee” etc.

Smart Voice enters the Workplace
Employees who have used voice activated systems as consumers are more inclined to adapt to the
technology at their workplace too. Recognizing such increased consumer adoption, Amazon recently
announced “Alexa for Business service,” a move that tries to get Alexa into the corporate world.
Companies like Amazon are hoping that the ‘cool’ factor and consumer adoption will convince
corporate leaders to bring Alexa enabled virtual assistants to their employees. They have visualized a
variety of ‘user stories’ to engage and enable corporate users:


Help users at their desk – Smart voice-based digital assistants can help users manage their
schedule, keep track of to-do list, and set reminders. Voice activated Alexa can automatically
dial into your conference calls and make phone calls for you.



Simplify conference rooms – Dilbert-like jokes on office workers struggling to start meetings
and fiddling with conference room settings loose their humor in real-life. Voice activated digital
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assistants can help here and users can prompt the system by saying “Alexa, start my meeting”, to
get started.


Add voice to products and services – Voice enabled systems can be designed to let users add
their products and services to provide a rich, personalized voice experiences for their customers.

These systems could be used to make or receive calls,says a recent Wall Street Journal article adds:
Amazon and Google are part of a broader race among tech giants to create and install digital assistants in
everything from cars to homes. Adding phone capability is a way to tack on more functions, which
could lead to greater adoption and more frequent use.
Voice recognition in machines is getting really good and likely to change the way humans interact with
their computing devices. As consumers get more comfortable with voice UI, we are likely to see a lot
more innovative business applications.

Links and References


Where Speech Recognition Is Going – MIT’s Technology Review



Voice Recognition Market Analysis By Component … And Segment Forecasts Till 2024 –
Grand View Research, Inc.



Alexa for Business service brings Voice services to your office – myDigitalStartup.net



Amazon and Google Consider Turning Smart Speakers Into Home Phones – The tech giants are
working on adding voice-calling features to Echo and Google Home – Wall Street Journal.
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Trends in Blockchains and Cryptocurrency

The blockchain technology – popularized by digital currency Bitcoin – is increasingly being used to
design trust based systems. The protocols are enabled by globally distributed, secure platforms that
enables a ledger or database where value could be stored and exchanged without intermediaries.
Blockchains are secure by design and an example of a distributed computing system with high byzantine
fault tolerance. Decentralised consensus can therefore be achieved with a blockchain. This makes
blockchains suitable for the recording of events, title, medical records and other records management
activities, identity management, transaction processing and proving provenance.This offers the potential
of mass disintermediation and vast repercussions for how global trade is conducted. – Wikipedia
Many large financial institutions, banks and insurance companies are experimenting with distributed
ledger technology as a means of digitally tracking the ownership of assets. The goal is to design
blockchain enabled systems that can cut costs and lower the risk of fraud. For instance, a collective of
roughly 70 global banks and financial institutions joined to form the R3 blockchain consortium, and
announced plans to develop distributed ledger technology, and release the open-source Corda platform
(link).

image: flickr.com/photos/mikeblogs
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The Blockchain Building blocks
The blockchain paradigm was originally designed as a digital financial ledger, and has been extended to
a generalized framework for implementing decentralized trust-based systems. The underlying techniques
are attributable to a whitepaper (link) by an unknown person or group, Satoshi Nakamoto who described
a crypto-currency (bitcoin) and the means to digitally send payments between two willing entities
without the need for a third-party financial institution. Transactions were recorded on the blockchain
ledger using a digital signature. To ensure trust, participants on the network ran algorithms to verify the
digital signatures before adding transactions to the blockchain.
Blockchain’s main components include a network of computers, a network protocol, a consensus
mechanism and encryption and cryptographic tools:
1. A blockchain’s network involves a group of known computers nodes and entities that agree to
participate in the network. Each node in the network will have a copy of the entire ledger, and
will work with other nodes to ensure the ledger’s consistency. Distributing the ledgers across the
nodes in the network ensures fault tolerance. This way, even if a single node or a few nodes go
down, the ‘chain’ is not lost.
2. The network protocol governs how the nodes in the network communicate with one another.
3. Consensus mechanisms are algorithms with a set of rules that nodes in the network use to verify
each transaction and ensure the consistency of the state of the blockchain. Every request for
addition to the chain is validated by the consensus mechanisms that determine whether a ‘block’
of validated operations should be added to the network’s shared ledger (chain), or rejected. At
the time of addition of a new block to the ledger, timestamps and ‘hashing’ of previous blocks
may be added to ensure a consistent and immutable record of all previous blocks.
4. Encryption and cryptographic tools ensure identification, validation and non-repudiation of
identities and operations on the ledger. Various encryption techniques including ‘public-key
cryptography’ could be used.
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Key attributes of a blockchain based solution include:


Decentralisation – The Blockchain design removes a ‘single point of failure’ by decentralizing
the trust and consensus mechanism across user’s ledgers



Immutability – The records in a chain are permanent as long as the participants who carry out the
chain’s consensus mechanism continue to maintain the network. This is because each block in
the distributed ledger’s chain refers back to the previous blocks,



Removal of a middle-man- Unlike most other payment platforms, there is no ‘central’ authority
in a blockchain system. Blockchains can be borderless, and distance-neutral.



Trust and Security – The elements in a chain are designed to be cryptographically secure. With
the inherent security, participants using the agreed consensus mechanism trust the overall
integrity of the system

Blockchain in the corporate world: Beyond Case studies
Most major business and technology conferences in 2017 had sessions on Blockchain across industries.
A small sampling of articles include


Global Supply Chains Are About to Get Better, Thanks to Blockchain (Harvard Business
Review)o

Provenance, a UK-based startup, tells prospective clients they can use its blockchainbased technology to “share your product’s journey and your business impact on
environment and society.”

o

Walmart is working with IBM and Tsinghua University, in Beijing, to follow the
movement of pork in China with a blockchain.

o

Mining giant BHP Billiton is using the technology to track mineral analysis done by
outside vendors.



Blockchain Real Estate Startup Bitmark Raises $1.7 Million – Taiwan blockchain startup
Bitmark has raised $1.7m in a new seed funding round. Bitmark is among a growing body of
startups seeking to leverage the technology in order to reinforce property rights in favor of their
creators.
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Irish blockchain start-up FXCH aims to overhaul foreign exchange – Dublin-based start-up
Foreign Exchange Clearing House (FXCH) is turning to crowdfunding to raise €8.5m, to expand
its operation that uses blockchain and overhaul how currency is exchanged between financial
institutions.



A Case Study for Blockchain in Healthcare: Researchers partnered with Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center (Harvard Medical School Teaching Hospital) to design a prototype for electronic
health records. They are evaluating MedRec’s ability to smoothly intake and parse a standard
clinical document, link ourDatabase Gatekeeper utility to the relevant Beth Israel endpoints

Behind the hype: Are Corporations hesitant to use Blockchain ?
The technologies behind blockchain are relatively well understood. However, adoption of blockchain
solutions in the corporate world continues to lag. In a recent article in Forbes, Rajah Chaudhry writes
Blockchain (or Distributed Ledger) hype amongst technology bloggers, startups and banks is masking an
awkward truth. Some of the most promising blockchain applications are designed with corporate users
in mind. But corporate leaders remain skeptical at best — especially in Asia. And to reach the potential
of blockchain, providers, including banks and start-ups, need to win over corporate users.
A few reasons for the lack of widespread adoption of blockchain include:
The lack of critical mass of users from an industry or business vertical. Crypto currencies like Bitcoin,
have become extremely popular because of a vibrant ecosystem of buyers and sellers that actively
engage in the platform. The consumer driven hype has brought hundreds of thousands of users into the
ecosystem. Blockchain solutions for industry specific requirements like supply-chain or real-estate
transactions will have to be designed to complement existing B2B exchanges and networks.
Transaction and Platform costs. Consumers have come to expect free or low-cost of digital
transactions, but the same doesn’t apply to B2B transaction. Businesses with high volume of
transactions, secure and scale-able requirements and must design support and exception handling for
their users. All this adds to the cost of the system that businesses need to factor in. In many cases, the
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incremental value of blockchain, when supplementing existing B2B interchanges and networks is
unclear.
Legal and regulatory constraints need to be addressed. The promise of Blockchain’s smart contracts
enabled by electronic signatures need the force of law behind them. This is a bigger challenge for
multinationals and transnational organizations that operate in multiple geographies across continents.
While the building blocks like eSignatures and cryptography are well understood, the implications of
integrating these into blockchain transactions that are legally binding and enforceable are unclear and
need to be addressed.
Global and industry specific standards – In the crypto currency world, Bitcoin is the defacto leader
though others like Ethereum, Ripple, Litecoin and others are also popular. Each may have a unique
protocol, consensus mechanisms, algorithms and validation techniques for users of the platform.
Similarly, platforms for industry verticals like transmission of medical records need to define and
publish their protocols that have to be agreed by others in the industry.
Technologies that underpin blockchain continue to mature, and there is a wider understanding of the
basic design. As platforms for business verticals and industries begin to emerge, first-mover
organizations will have an opportunity to define the standards.
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Links and References


The Blockchain Is Bigger Than Any Bubble – Bloomberg



The Blockchain: What It Is and Why It Matters – Brookings Institute



Blockchain.com – Leading software platform for digital assets. Offering the largest production
block chain platform in the world, we are using new technology to build a radically better
financial system.



Decision time is here for blockchain, but are enterprises ready? Blockchain may help deliver the
open transactions and innovation we’ve long been promised. But there may be plenty of friction
getting there.
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Technologies from Self-Driving cars

Modern automobiles have come a long way from the time Karl Benz invented Patent-Motorwagen in
1886, and the widely accessible mass cars like 1908 Model T manufactured by the Ford Motor
Company. Cars are now equipped with controls used for driving, passenger comfort and safety, and
occasionally by voice connected to smartphones. Auto manufacturers, ride share and technology
companies are advancing research and development of self-driving cars. 2017 also saw a lot of mergers
and buyout of niche technology companies.
Controls for automobiles continue to evolve. The biggest players in the automobile industry including
Ford, GM, Toyota, BMW, Mercedes Benz, Audi and Volkswagen are in the race, along with tech giants
like Google, Apple, IBM and even Blackberry. Several startups are also investing in tools and
technologies to enable self-driving. Partnerships are already emerging between big auto makers, tech
companies and startups as entrepreneurs place a variety of bets in the space.

self driving truck: usatoday.com
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A recent McKinsey report highlights the opportunities and impact of advances in autonomous vehicle
technologies :
1. Driven by shared mobility, connectivity services, and feature upgrades, new business models
could expand automotive revenue pools by about 30 percent, adding up to $1.5 trillion.
2. Consumer mobility behavior is changing, leading to up to one out of ten cars sold in 2030
potentially being a shared vehicle and the subsequent rise of a market for fit-for-purpose mobility
solutions.
3. Within a more complex and diversified mobility-industry landscape, incumbent players will be
forced to compete simultaneously on multiple fronts and cooperate with competitors.
4. Once technological and regulatory issues have been resolved, up to 15 percent of new cars sold
in 2030 could be fully autonomous.

Self-Driving Vehicle technologies
According to a recent report by the Brookings Institution (link) , nearly $80 billion has been invested in
driverless car technology over the past three years. The report tallied all the investments associated with
self-driving cars and technologies from August 2014 to June 2017.
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Auto manufacturers in Detroit and Europe continue to research and integrate technologies to enable selfdriving cars while hi-tech companies are also entering the space.
Google stands out among the technology giants when it comes to investments in autonomous car
technologies, and the project has been renamed Waymo. The company claims “We’ve accumulated the
equivalent of over 400 years of human driving experience, largely on complex city streets. That’s on top
of 1 billion simulated miles we drove just in 2016.” Google’s fleet of autonomous cars is continuously
learning from each other through expanded digital mapping, and up-to-the second information from the
Google “cloud” information ecosystem about road conditions, traffic and travel times.

Image: “Google’s Self-Driving Car explained” (nextpremium.com)
Apple has been a bit more modest about its automotive ambitions. According to NYT, the company has
put off any notion of an Apple-branded autonomous vehicle and is instead working on the underlying
technology that allows a car to drive itself. A paper by Apple researchers Yin Zhou and Oncel Tuzel,
submitted to an independent online journal arXiv (link), is making waves among researchers. The
research describes how self-driving cars can better spot cyclists and pedestrians while using fewer
sensors.
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Other tech companies aren’t far behind. A recent article in geek.com highlights how Intel’s processors
have found a new home in its self-driving technologies. The mobile devices giant BlackBerry, that
almost died after competing smartphones took off, is trying to reinvent itself in the autonomous vehicles
space. The company has been pushing ahead with its QNX Platform that automates instrumentation in
automobiles. (link).

Why should corporate executives pay attention to the Self-Driving car
technologies?
While we await fully-autonomous cars on our roads, advances in GPS, digital mapping, LIDAR and
other technologies are already contributing to better consumer experiences. Technologies from
autonomous cars are starting to find their way into other industries too.
Business leaders are also eying the autonomous transportation – automating fleets of trucks that ply on
highways across the country, autonomous buses and public transport etc. Operators of large fleets and
other logistics companies, along with rideshare are likely to be the early adopters of these technologies.
Business and technology leaders continue to watch advances in autonomous vehicle technologies. A
recent Technology Review article indicates how “Sensetime, one of China’s most impressive young
machine-learning companies, is about to start developing new autonomous technologies for one of the
world’s biggest automakers.” It is also expected that the advances in driverless car technology are
advancing developments in other artificial intelligence areas.
The Brookings reports summarizes:
“If autonomous vehicles are the leading edge of artificial intelligence investment and development, then
the $80 billion or more invested in that sector is a precursor of things to come in fields like natural
language processing, image recognition, and others as these technologies gain commercial momentum.”
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Recent Articles and Reports


44 Corporations Working On Autonomous Vehicles – CBInsights



Gauging investment in self-driving cars – Brookings Institute



Prepare to be Underwhelmed by 2021’s Autonomous Cars – MIT’s Technology Review



Hubject connects eleven energy suppliers to create the largest Austrian charging network for
electric vehicles



Startup NuTonomy to Test Self-Driving Cars in Boston



Detroit eyes startups: Ford and GM announce deals to advance technology stacks
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Trends in Robotics and Automation – 2018

Robotics is the science and technology behind the design, manufacturing and application of robots.
Robotics and automation have fascinated humans for ages and in the 21st century has advanced radically
to include machines capable of assembling other machines and even robots.

Robotics is the interdisciplinary branch of engineering and science that includes mechanical
engineering, electrical engineering, computer science, and others. Robotics deals with the design,
construction, operation, and use of robots, as well as computer systems for their control, sensory
feedback, and information processing. – Wikipedia

Source: http://www.otrams.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/

Web Robots and Bots
Automation, and use of bots aided by emerging techniques like artificial intelligence and machine
learning are advancing at fast pace. Intelligent machines and ‘bots’ are already being employed in ways
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we never thought possible a few years ago. Automation and robotic techniques are also being applied to
design web robot, a.k.a bots, and application that runs automated tasks over the Internet. Some bots
are being programmed to mimic human responses when you talk to them so it feels like asking a person
for help instead of just typing in a search engine.
Bots often live inside messaging apps — or are at least designed to look that way — and it should feel
like you’re chatting back and forth as you would with a human. Bots and chatbots are increasingly being
designed to simulate conversation in social media. They are also being designed to handle a variety of
customer service requests, which would normally require a telephone call to a human agent.

Evolution of Robotics and Automation
Robots are also staple themes in Sci-Fi and in some cases entrepreneurs and scientists have taken a cue
from fiction to visualize the art of the possible. Interestingly, the term ‘robotics‘ was first used by the
author Isaac Asimov in his 1941 story ‘Liar!’ and took hold.
Modern industrial Automation is an ongoing journey that started with the advent of industrial revolution.
In the 1970’s, the original DCS techniques were developed by a team of engineers at Honeywell.
Several innovative ‘startups‘ developed HMI software for PLCs and industrial I/O.
As computing technologies and programming techniques improve, robots are finding their way into jobs
that have been too dangerous, dull or impossible for humans to achieve. We find Robots have in a
variety of areas ranging from toys for recreation and entertainment, search and rescue assistants
to drones and automated vehicles.
Many technology companies are investing in robotic technologies too. For instance, Amazon has
integrated the Kiva robots with its warehouse technology. The benefits are obvious as the Cnet writer
explains
Tracy’s 3,000 Kiva robots pick up shelves of products from the warehouse floor and bring them to a
human employee who picks items and then packs them for shipping. This saves Amazon time and
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presumably money as well, though the company declined to say how much. Amazon’s Clark said the
average amount of time it takes to grab an item from a shelf and stuff it in a box is now about 15
minutes per order, down from an hour and a half. Amazon has steadily improved the robots since Kiva’s
acquisition, as well. The latest Kiva robot can move 50 percent more inventory out of the center than its
predecessor could.

Innovative trends and Opportunities
Notable trends shaping up in the space include


Emergence of Robotics as a Service (RaaS) – Robots, especially industrial robots are
expensive to procure and maintain. Therefore most industrial users hire specialized firms to
service and maintain robots. For instance, large farms in North America hire the services of firms
offering machines for thinning, weeding, spraying, aerial imaging and analytics. This works out
more cost-effective when compared to owning such hi-tech equipment.



Mergers and buyout – While global manufacturing giants including Qualcomm, Toyota
continue to invest in automation, tech companies are building capability by acquiring niche
players. A few years ago, Amazon bought Kiva Systems and morphed it into Amazon Robotics.
(Ref: “Amazon Lays Out Its Vision for a Sky Thronging with Delivery Drones”) Google has also
been buying out robotics companies though its plans are still unclear. A report in NYT says “It
is the eighth robotics company that Google has acquired in the last half-year. Executives at the
Internet giant are circumspect about what exactly they plan to do with their robot collection.”



Globalization – Chinese companies are also aggressively pushing for robots as they move into
the value-added advanced manufacturing services. China deployed tens of thousands of
industrial robots in 2017 (ref: The Robot Rampage – Bloomberg. South Korean companies also
continue to lead in the global robotics race. As per some accounts, Korea leads number robots
deployed per worker basis: Korean manufacturers use 396 robots per 10,000 workers. The same
figures for Japan and Germany are 332 and 273.



Autonomous Robots – Robotic technology combined with sensors, cameras and computing is
leading to innovative advances in several areas. In 2015, the U.S. Federal Aviation
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Administration released regulations for registering drones and began technology that could help
automate air traffic control for automated drones (see “FAA Will Test Drones’ Ability to Steer
Themselves Out of Trouble”). Similar advances from robotics are also driving self-driving and
autonomous vehicles.


Toys, entertainment and home help – As hardware becomes cheaper and software techniques
advance robotic home companions and helpers are taking off with robotic toys (see “Personal
Robots: Artificial Friends with Limited Benefits”).



Use of Bots for Customer engagement – Taco Bell built a bot that will order Crunchwrap
Supremes for you – The fast food chain is offer an artificial-intelligence-powered ordering
service. Aptly named TacoBot, the software will make use of AI advancements like natural
language processing to let users talk with the bot, order food, and even pay for items entirely
through Slack. TacoBot can also provide recommendations, answer questions, and organize
group office orders. It apparently comes equipped with a “witty personality you’d expect from
Taco Bell.”

Corporate leaders should understand the trends in the industry and selectively engage with experts and
consultants who can guide them navigate this space. Despite their allure, robotics continues to be niche
and fragmented business. Implementing robots and robotic technologies requires a lot of investment and
specialized skills. Therefore most large companies and manufacturers aggregate and integrate services
from small, niche automation and robotics vendors.
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A few startups engaged in robotics and automation

Mitra – Image shared by CEO Balaji Viswanathan


GreyOrange is a multinational technology firm that designs, manufactures and deploys
advanced robotics systems for automation at distribution and fulfillment centers. They combine
expertise in robotics, hardware and software engineering to solve operational inefficiencies in
warehouse operations at both third-party logistics vendors as Gridbotsll as companies with inhouse logistics functions.



Invento is a hardware company based out of Bengaluru that makes humanoid robots used in
banks and event management. Its humanoid robot, Mitra, has been getting a lot of media
attention in India. Mitra is a 4.5 feet tall humanoid that is designed to interact with humans
through natural ways – voice and vision. It recognizes speech and then converts that to
actionable information.



Asimov Robotics – Aims to be a single window solution and services provider for
robotics/automation needs. They provide engineering products solutions and consultancy in the
areas like robotic simulation and control, machine-vision, training, virtual reality, and navigation
applications.They have expertise in designing and developing customized solutions to meet
specific requirements to maximize profit, maintain quality, reduce risk and to support research.
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Enabling Digitization

Digital transformation and strategy in many organizations are being driven by CEOs and other senior
executives. The execution of such digitization is generally managed by digital experts with a
transformation and consulting background. A report by HfS consulting “The Rise of the Digital
Transformers” highlights
Enterprise brands face a number of challenges as they work to adapt to an increasingly digital
marketplace and transform their business processes around a digital-first model and enable a secure, and
trusted, digital presence for their partners and consumers. In response to these challenges, we’re seeing
a refocusing and expansion of traditional business roles, one which blends vertical (customer facing) and
horizontal (enterprise focused) roles and places increased value on “operational strategists” who operate
as transformational architects in this brave new digital world
A Forbes article (link) highlights progression of changes that ‘digital” promises to deliver


Increased efficiency and energy savings, as manual, duplicated or calcified processes are
replaced with software-defined and analytics-driven processes.



Increased market responsiveness, with businesses able to respond to consumer demand through
social media, and anticipate future trends through analytics.



Higher levels of collaboration, as members of organizations are able to work together and share
information with each other almost instantaneously, as well as with customers.



Greater innovation, as businesses have greater access to pools of knowledge and resources
outside their walls.



More entrepreneurial energy and opportunity, as teams or individuals are able to take
advantage of an abundance of cloud and social media resources to launch new businesses or
business lines with minimal startup capital required.
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Planning for Digital Transformation
Digitization involves engaging the business stakeholders in review of business capabilities and models,
but an understanding of technologies is equally important.
In the report thus far, we reviewed about 10 emerging technologies, many of which overlap. Staying
abreast of developments, emerging techniques and updates from vendors and technology ecosystem
requires continual effort. Some large organizations use formal and informal Technology Foresight
techniques to identify developments most likely to impact their businesses in the short and mid-term.
The timeframe for such foresight may range from 10-20 years down to shorter term trends in 2-3 years.
A review of some of the emerging technology trends highlight implementation challenge and
opportunities. Many technologies like Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things, Robotics, Blockchains,
VR require people with specialized technical skills to integrate them into scale-able enterprise solutions.
Executives and Enterprise Architects who plan digital transformation need to understand the tools and
technologies and new business models and capabilities they will enhance. They also need to identify the
challenges and skills required to realize digitization.
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Case in point: Developing an advanced Agronomy platform
In the field of Agronomy, innovative data aggregators, organizations, and scientists are applying
different types of analytic techniques like investigative data discovery, descriptive data aggregation and
predictive analytics focused on outcomes. A large agri-chemical company I worked for decided to
design a big-data platform, and we began to evaluate tools and technologies to enable predictive
analytics and data-visualization.

Image source: http://www.farmofthefuture.net/Image
A farmer managing a large agricultural operation in North America may be concerned about his crops
and the means of getting the best yields. He may understand the uncertainties of the business, and aware
of mother nature’s unpredictable weather patterns. Given the uncertainties of their business, farmers are
willing to invest in the most advanced technologies if they can help plan for better crop yields. However,
most of them don’t understand the intricacies of emerging technologies like Big-Data or Artificial
Intelligence or how Drones work. A popular video “Farm Forward” from John Deere takes a futuristic
view of technologies by integrating information “just in time” for decision making.
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The design of the agronomy platform required integration of data from ERP and other applications. We
had to evaluate and review all the Non Functional Requirements (NFRs). For instance, managers of the
corporate platforms were cautious about adding new interfaces that would impact performance of
existing systems. The plan for integration include identifying third party data from external sources
including universities, research stations, weather data from 3rd parties, video and image feeds from
satellites and drones.
The themes that seem to recur in in this and other digital transformations include:
1. Configurations and customizations can add to cost and complexity – Digital solutions are
like a Swiss army knife – designed for many scenarios, but need to be configured before they can
work for complex functions. Even seemingly small configurations done together might cascade
into a considerable effort of work.
2. Synchronizing with Corporate upgrade calendars – Digital solutions are continually evolving
as vendors enhance capabilities and offerings. Integrating new solutions into a corporate
landscape need to be planned with existing application’s maintenance schedules. For instance, an
eCommerce company will not integrate a new AI platform during the busy Thanksgiving or
Christmas sales period.
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3. Don’t underestimate integration complexity – Technology solutions designed to enable
complex business functions will require data from different sources. Such integration can be
complex and expensive to design.
4. Do not underestimate the need for a “service” to manage new capabilities – Corporate
technology users are promised a certain service level to ensure their productivity. For instance a
marketing manager using a Big-Data visualization tool will expect the tool to be available and
integrated with data sources while he begin his analysis.
5. Watchout for the TCO – At the outset, digital platforms and licensing costs may seem

inexpensive. However, the business stakeholders sold on the promise of no-touch deployments
and “light” service models need to be informed and educated of the total cost of the deployed
solution – this may include configurations, customizations, integration, integrating service model
etc.
Enterprise Architects and Business leaders include promising technologies in their Architecture
roadmap. These are used with other stakeholders to inform and address strategic questions that can guide
business transformations. This process, especially for large enterprises with complex business
landscapes can involve a lot of research, reviews and stakeholder engagements.

Consulting and System integration
Organizations are interested in solving specific problems using digital technologies. For instance, a
manufacturing company may be interested in techniques to optimize the production process or to review
the large amount of data generated by machines at their factories. However they may be hesitant to
proceed because they lack the in-house expertise or skills. This challenge of skill-gap continues to be a
recurring theme across technologies.
Design of digital platforms using emerging technologies may require specialized help. To address this
challenge, software and technology service companies are launching AI focused consulting services.
Google’s service is called “Machine Learning Advanced Solutions Lab,” and Amazon recently
relaunched consulting services under its “ML Solutions Lab.”
Corporate digitization efforts and the need for expertise to guide the transformation translates to
opportunity for consultants, system-integrators and software product development firms.
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Most business and technology consulting firms have realized the potential for system integration and
have announced offerings
Analyst firms periodically review Systems Integrators in this space


Leverage Digital Transformation Consultants to Adapt to the Digital Age – Gartner



Worldwide Digital Strategy Consulting 2016 Vendor Assessment – IDC MarketScape



Vendor Landscape: Digital Asset Management, 2016 – Forrester
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